
                                      Thief's Rising Gold Edition   10 mission campaign  by    Adsk1      Feb  2014

                                                                                                     Important

  Adsk1 originally released Thief 's Rising in April 2012 with the Gold Edition being released in Feb 2014. Thief RisingGE is a bigger campaign 
  than the original Thief Rising (10 missions rather than 8) and had a huge number of changes and improvements to the overall gameplay, including 
  making some of the exceptionally difficult jumps easier. You are therefore strongly advised to play the Gold edition rather than the original game.

  However if  you have a copy of the original game (it is no longer available for download on any of the main hosting sites) you will find significant 
  differences from the walkthrough below so you may find it helpful to also refer also to the walkthrough I wrote for that game before I upgraded
  all the T3 walks. This old walkthrough has few screenshots, a number of errors and was not fully proofread but should help you find that elusive 
  key, lever, objective etc. 

Note: This mission will appear in FMsel as 'RisingGE'
Note: There is a Bonus level at the end of this campaign, but it is only accessible if you complete all 5 of the Bonus tasks throughout the campaign, but
           if you miss any of the bonus tasks the rest of the bonus tasks will not available, so you will not be able to access the bonus level. 

Scroll down to the following page for walkthrough
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Mission 1.......Practice

You do not have any weapons or lockpicks in the first mission, your job is to explore the environment finding as much loot as you can. When you first 
try to frob an item of loot that is not coins or a purse, you'll be told that as you do not yet know a fence you may as well just stick to the coins.

Once you have collected enough coin and explored 100% of the map return to your apartment to finish the mission.

Note: 4 of the people on the streets have quite large patrol routes so you may find some of the AI's in different locations than listed below.

Mission 1 Practice                                 Lootlist
Area Location Position                   Loot                 Value
Starting house middle floor, north bedroom NE bedside table silver coin 50 50
“ lower floor, caretaker room NE shelf 3 silver coin 150 200
“ “ “ 2 copper coin 50 250
Street o/s Reuben's home on street  50 300
“ by gate, west end of street static man purse 50 350
“ “ static woman purse 50 400
House with railings patrolling street pagan woman purse 50 450
“ basement under chair purse 50 500
“ balcony table 2 silver coin 100 600
“ “ “ copper coin 25 625
Auction house area SW house table 2 gold coins 150 775
“ between auction house + Reuben's home man with red purse purse 50 825
“ NW house by north door purse 50 875
“ in Auction house garden static man purse 50 925
“ east house static man purse 50 975
NE Courtyard on streets woman in green dress purse 50 1025
“ between NE courtyard + stalls woman 50 1075
“ NE house bedroom man purse 50 1125
“ “ desk 2 copper coin 50 1175
“ “ “ silver coin 50 1225
“ house under arch table 5 copper coin 125 1350
Cart area on street  purse 50 1400
“ in store woman purse 50 1450
Market stall area shopping at stalls purse 50 1500
“ “ purse 50 1550
“ behind left centre stall on crate silver coin 50 1600
“ “ “ 2 copper coin 50 1650
“ on crate 3 copper coin 75 1725
“ patrolling round main building woman 50 1775
“ house south of market stalls by table purse 50 1825
“ NW porch man purse 50 1875
West street area guard hut table 4 silver coin 200 2075
Red Sign area house SW of red sign by candles purse 50 2125
“ alleyway north of red sign man purse 50 2175
“ high balcony west of red sign table purse 50 2225
AI's patrolling large area's so location will vary 2225

             Total 

woman  (pink hair) purse   (red)

purse   (red)

woman  (red hair)

woman  (brown hair)

woman  (blue dress)

behind right hand (south) stall
purse   (red)

Toal Loot Available    100%

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7UExWqHXPI2VlIwVVFIWDdVV1E


Mission 2.................The Mansion

Starting Objectives:
#  Lord Wandsworth recently purchased an expensive gold bottle of wine at auction. Find it.
#  Wandsworth's wife is a proud owner of a very valuable diamond ring, make it yours.
#  It is rumoured that the mansion houses a pretty extensive library. Locate it and see if you can dig up some interesting information.
Hidden Objective:
#  Find the key that unlocks the cell and free the Kurshok creature.

Walkthrough

You start this mission with your blackjack in your inventory. Enter the house
via the north side shutters to get to the basement, collect the Butlers key off 
the desk in the small bedroom off the basement barracks. 

  Whilst in the basement collect the Footlocker key from behind the barrels 
  under the stairs.

Lower floor: In the library read the news sheet on the desk.  

Objective Complete: It is rumoured that the mansion houses a pretty extensive 
                                  library. Locate it and see if you can dig up some 
                                  interesting information. 



  In the lobby cloak storage room (NE corner) frob the furthest left coat hook 
  nearest the door to open a hidden panel at the north end of the cloakroom 
  where you'll find the Master bedroom key.

Upper floor: In the south side west Lady's bedroom collect the Study key off
the desk and a ring out of the chest. 

Objective Complete: Wandsworth's wife is a proud owner of a very valuable
diamond ring, make it yours. (shows up in stats as jade ring)

Attic level: In the attic NE room collect a bottle of fine wine off the table in the NW corner.
Objective Complete: Lord Wandsworth recently purchased an expensive gold bottle of wine at auction. Find it.

  In the attic SE room (study) collect the Trophy room key off the desk and read 
  the book on the desk. 

  New Objective: Find the key that unlocks the cell and free the Kurshok 
                            creature.

Frob the button to the left of the west wardrobe to open the east wardrobe, 
frob the button under the lower shelf in the east wardrobe to open the west
wardrobe, where you'll find the Cell key.

  Use the cell key to open the west door in the attic and frob the lever on the 
  unit in the NE corner to release the caged Kurshok.  

  Objective Complete:  Find the key that unlocks the cell and free the Kurshok
                                     creature.

The Kurshok will then run downstairs, smash down the front door and head to the front gate.
BONUS – The Kurshok has Escaped!

Note: This is the first of the 5 bonus tasks required in the whole campaign to open the special bonus level at the end of the campaign

Head back down to the lower level, use the Trophy key to open the locked room on the north side of the mansion, collect all the loot in the trophy room
and then return to your starting position to finish the mission.

                                                                                                   Mission Complete



Mission 2.....The Mansion  Key Locations        Opens

Butler's key on desk in small bedroom in basement Cellar door
Footlocker key under stairs in basement Chest in Master's bedroom
Master bedroom key in secret compartment in cloakroom All bedrooms
Study key on desk in west bedroom, south side Study in attic
Trophy room key Trophy room on lower level
Cell key in west wardrobe in study Room containing the Kurshok

on desk in study    (attic SE room)

          Lootlist
Area Location Position Loot                 Value                  Total
Basement barracks table 2 copper coin 50 50
“ “ middle chest silver spoon 50 100
“ small bedroom small table silver c/stick 50 150
Lower floor kitchen sink 2 silver spoon 100 250
“ “ “ 3 silver forks 150 400
“ dining room table 12 silver knives 600 1000
“ “ “ 12 silver forks 600 1600
“ “ “ 12 silver spoons 600 2200
“ “ table 3 gold c/stick 225 2425
“ “ mantlepiece 2 bronze statue 100 2525
“ SW sitting room SW table gold urn 175 2700
“ “ SE table gold urn 175 2875
“ “ NE table bronze statue 50 2925
“ “ mantlepiece bronze statue 50 2975
“ “ “ 2 gold plate 200 3175
“ north side toilet under unit gold ring 75 3250
“ middle room south side desk ruby goblet 100 3350
“ “ NE table gold urn 175 3525
“ “ NW table gold c/stick 75 3600
“ SE sitting room mantlepiece bronze statue 50 3650
“ “ “ 2 silver c/stick 100 3750
“ trophy room south table 2 gold urn 350 4100
“ “ south table gold plate 100 4200
“ “ south shelf bird statuette 125 4325
“ “ east table cat statuette 100 4425
“ “ east wall fine portrait 150 4575
“ “ NE pedestal silver statuette 50 4625
“ “ mantlepiece 2 gold c/stick 150 4775
“ “ west wall battle horn 50 4825
Upper Floor lobby area on walls 2 fine portraits 300 5125
“ south side, l/h bedroom bedside table silver coins 50 5175
“ “ chest gold fork 75 5250
“ “ “ gold spoon 75 5325
“ “ “ gold knife 75 5400
“ “ mantlepiece bronze statue 50 5450
“ south side, middle bedroom NW table copper coins 25 5475
“ “ mantlepiece gold statuette 50 5525
“ “ “ gold urn 175 5700
“ “ chest 3 ruby goblets 300 6000
“ south side, r/h bedroom mantlepiece 2 gold plate 200 6200
“ “ “ gold statuette 50 6250
“ “ chest gold c/stick 75 6325
“ south side, west bedroom mantlepiece 2 gold plate 200 6525
“ “ 2 gold urn 350 6875
“ “ SE unit 2 gold coins 150 7025
“ “ chest jade ring 50 7075
“ north side, r/h bedroom mantlepiece silver statuette 50 7125
“ “ “ 2 silver urn 300 7425
“ “ bedside table gold coins 75 7500
“ “ chest 2 gold c/stick 150 7650
“ north side, middle bedroom mantlepiece bronze statue 50 7700
“ “ “ silver statuette 50 7750
“ “ bedside table ruby ring 75 7825
“ “ chest 2 silver plate 150 7975
“ north side, l/h bedroom bedside table purse 50 8025
“ “ mantlepiece 2 gold urn 350 8375
“ “ “ gold plate 100 8475
“ “ chest 2 ruby goblet 200 8675
“ north side, west bedroom bedside table purse  50 8725
“ mantlepiece gold statuette 50 8775
“ “ “ 2 copper urn 200 8975
“ “ bedside table copper ring 25 9000
“ “ chest 9 gold coins 675 9675
Attic NE room NW table fine wine 100 9775
“ desk gold c/stick 75 9850
“ “ “ ruby goblet 100 9950
“ cell room east unit silver knife 50 10000

10000

Camapaign Total so far 12225

Mission 2                        The Mansion

“                (lady's bedroom)

“            (Master's bedroom)

SE room (study)

Total Loot Available   100%



Mission 3.........The Auction House

Starting Objectives:
#  Locate and steal the Helmet.
#  For his own personal reasons, your Fence has requested that you steal the auctioneer's prized gavel.
#  When you have what you came for, return to the streets where you began.
Hidden Objectives:
#   It appears you have some competition. Wait until the commotion dies down and then search the secure area for some clues.
#  As the Auction house is now on high alert, you'll need to find another escape route.

Walkthrough

You first need to search the Auctioneer's office on the lower floor (NE corner 
of south area, where the safe is) to read the Auctioneer's diary on his desk, this
triggers the Auctioneer to appear in the showroom (north display room with all
the large cabinets) thus allowing you to frob the safe key off him. 

In the safe in the auctioneer's office you'll find your lockpicks. 

New Upgrade Available.

In the showroom you can't yet open any of the west display cabinets. 

In the Auction room (middle level) frob the button hidden in the centre of the desk on the podium, this opens 2 wall panels under the east and west 
banners revealing 2 buttons, both of these buttons need to be frobbed which will then open a trap door behind the rear viewing bench (west wall), 
however both the buttons and the trap door is on a timer, so you need to be quick. 

Drop down through the trap door where, below the viewing platform, you'll 
find the Auctioneer's Gavel.

Objective Complete: For his own personal reasons, your Fence has requested 
                                  that you steal the auctioneer's prized gavel.

To get out of the trap door room frob the button on the wall to the right of the
right hand (west) table. 

Note: There are a couple of candlesticks down in the hidden room but if you
accidentally pick them up you may have difficulty dropping them, so you are 
advised to hard save before you drop down into the hidden room.



On the upper level in Purchasing you'll find a book telling you where the button is to open the secure area, and in the Manager's office you'll find a 
book on the SE desk that implies where the key for the display cases in the showroom is.

  In the Managers office remove the book from the bottom left hand shelf of the
  NW bookcase to find a button, this is the button that opens the secure area in 
  the basement.

Now head to the basement, collect the Display Case key from behind a small
crate in the north wall area then head into the secure area. As you approach the
secure area an alarm goes off, and all the guards go into high alert.

Objectives Cancelled: Locate and steal the Helmet. 
Objectives Cancelled: When you have what you came for, return to the streets 
                                    where you began.  
New Objective:  It appears you have some competition. Wait until the 
                           commotion dies down and then search the secure area for 
                           some clues about  the thief.

Note: This scene is only triggered after you have frobbed the button in the managers office, so if you have been down to the basement secure area previously the 
          alarm will not have been set off. 

  When you can head into the secure area and read the scroll, on the floor by 
  the door, in the north room. 

  Objective Complete: It appears you have some competition. Wait until the 
                                    commotion dies down and then search the secure area 
                                    for some clues about the thief.  

  New Objective:  As the Auction house is now on high alert, you'll need to 
                             find another escape route.

Before you exit the Auction house, go back up to the showroom to collect the loot from the locked display cases (you need to unlock the top of the display 
cases, after which you can frob the loot through the glass panes) as well as heading to the lobby to find the security office (the door in entrance hall beside 
where you entered the Auction house) is now open (this is where all the guards came rushing out of when the other thief set off the alarm) to find the last of the 
loot (you are advised to use the elevator from the basement as there is a guard facing the basement steps outside the security room).  
 

Return to the secure area and move the crates in front of the south door, jump
through the hole in the wall and at the south end of the sewers head up the
crawl space on the right. Frob the toilet seat above you at the top of the slope,
mantle up into the house (you need to face east) and exit into the garden to finish
the mission.

                                  
                                                             Mission Complete



Mission 4...........Framed

Note: There is no loot in this mission.

                                                                                         Important
 You are strongly advised to make sure your Collective Texture Pack is turned on in your SU tweaks when you play this mission  
 as there is a newspaper that is frighteningly difficult to see without the Collective Texture Pack installed, although you may still 
 have difficulty seeing the newspaper as it would appear that it's visibilty is due to the graphics card you use.

Starting Objectives:
#  Scour the local residents homes for all the loot you can find.
#  Return to the safety of your apartment when you are done.
Hidden Objectives:
#  Escape from your room and out onto the streets.
#  Make your way to the south of the city and to the safety of your Fence's abode .
#  Find and read all the old newspapers lying about in the streets. (6 to find)
#  Acquire the Gate Master's key from his home.
 
Walkthrough
You start this mission back in your apartment with the city watch banging on your door as you are now wanted for the robbery at the auction house. 

Objective Cancelled: Scour the local residents homes for all the loot you can find.
Objective Cancelled: Return to the safety of your apartment when you are done.

New Objective: Escape from your room and out onto the streets.
New Objective: Make your way to the south of the city and to the safety of your Fence's abode.

New Restriction: The City Guard are out in force to get you. Don't get caught!

This new restriction means that you need to ghost this mission.

If you are playing to get the bonus level at the end of the campaign, read the news sheet in the toilet. 
BONUS – Read Kurshok News! 

Note: The news sheet is not there if you did not achieve the first bonus by allowing the Kurshok to escape the grounds in The Mansion mission.

           Lootlist
Area Location Position Loot                 Value                  Total
Lower floor Entrance north anteroom 2 x corner tables 2 copper c/stick 50 50
“ “ north table silver urn 150 200
“ south display area NW table copper c/stick 25 225
“ “ SW unit silver urn 150 375
“ “ SE unit silver urn 150 525
“ “ NE table copper c/stick 25 550
“ “ “ copper bowl 100 650
“ toilet lobby area 2 x unit 2 copper plate 100 750
“ lady's toilet vanity unit copper mirror 100 850
“ Auctioneer's office desk copper goblet 25 875
“ “ safe 2 gold coin 150 1025
“ showroom SE unit 2 gold c/stick 150 1175
“ “ east wall 2 fine portraits 300 1475
“ “ west wall l/h unit silver mirror 125 1600
“ “ “ r/h middle unit gold bracelet 125 1725
“ “ “ “ ruby necklace 75 1800
“ “ “ r/h unit diamond ring 100 1900
“ “ “ “ jade tiara 50 1950
Auction room hidden trap door room r/h table copper goblet 25 1975
Upper level Accounts r/h desk copper bowl 100 2075
“ “ l/h desk copper glasses 25 2100
“ Appraisals east desk copper c/stick 25 2125
“ Manager's office east safe 5 gold coins 375 2500
“ “ “ 6 silver coins 300 2800
“ “ west safe 2 gold coins 150 2950
“ “ “ 2 silver coins 100 3050
“ “ r/h railing gold statuette 50 3100
“ “ “ silver urn 150 3250
“ “ l/h railing gold statuette 50 3300
“ “ SW desk gold glasses 100 3400
“ “ “ silver goblet 50 3450
Basement secure area east room unit gold statuette 50 3500
“ “ west room unit golden scales 450 3950
Security area barracks north wall copper goblet 25 3975
“ small bedroom bedside unit copper c/stick 25 4000
“ “ desk gold bowl 125 4125
“ “ chest silver plate 75 4200
“ “ “ gold coins 75 4275
“ “ “ diamond ring 100 4375

4375

Total Campaign Total 16600

Mission 3                    The Auction House

Total Loot Available   100%



Now jump out of your window and down onto the pipes, follow the pipes around to the building on the otherside of the street and mantle into the 
bedroom via the window. 

Downstairs read the newspaper on the table by the fireplace.

New Objective: Find and read all the old newspapers lying about in the
streets. (1 of 6 to newspapers read)

As the objective implies you need to find 5 more newspapers. 3 are found in
the town (east map area) and 3 are found in the suburbs (west map area).

There are also a couple of gas bombs to be found, which can be useful in
dealing with the more difficult guards. 

Location of the other 5 Newspapers

NE corner of town map, news sheet on table with sitting guard.                          Down alleyway opposite the cart in the street going N-S between the 
                                                                                                                               central building. The news sheet is under the planks just before the front
                                                                                                                               door of the house called Jerusalem (north house) but it is almost
                                                                                                                               impossible to see. You may see a flash or a sliver of the news sheet
                                                                                                                               as you approach the door with your head down but most likely you will
                                                                                                                               need to blind frob just to the right of the centre of the door, second
                                                                                                                               crack back before the door.

  Inside the north guard house, just after the bridge connecting the town and 
  the suburbs. The guard outside is wearing a helmet so can not be knocked 
  out, so a gas bomb comes in very handy.

On the crate on the porch of the house with 2 guards. The house is to the
immediate right (west) of Grindleshire – Gate Master. 

Turn right (west) after the bridge and it's the house opposite the 4th house on 
the left.

  On the table on the porch in the house with the 2 guards and a cart in the SE 
  street.

  From the bridge turn left (east) and take the left fork, it's the last house on the 
  right.



Location of Gas Bombs

Under the window to left of NE gate in town.                                                       On the ledge by front door in house immediately on the left as you 
                                                                                                                              cross over the bridge, use the scaffold to mantle over the wall.

  Once you have all 6 news sheets head to the south gate (Upper Quarter gate) in 
  the suburbs area and frob the scroll on the wall by the entrance to the guards 
  room.  

  New Objective: Acquire the Gate Master's key from his home.

From the Upper Quarter gate head NW past 3 houses and the Gate Master's
home is at the bottom of the individual driveway, but you can't pick the gate, 
so you need to find another way into his estate. To get into his estate enter the
grounds of the mansion to the left (east) of his driveway.

  In this garden mantle up onto the cart and mantle up onto the south wall. (not 
  an easy mantle, you need to climb up onto the box the cart rider sits on and then 
  mantle up onto the south wall, then jump across to the west wall of the Gate Master's
  garden). 

Drop down into the Gate Master's garden and collect the Gate Master's key 
off the pedestal at the bottom of the front door steps.

Objective Complete: Acquire the Gate Master's key from his home.

Use the cart in his garden to get back up onto the wall and back over to the
previous garden.

  Return to the Upper Quarter gate, open the locked room beside where you 
  read the scroll and frob the lever behind the crates to open the access to the 
  exit area.



The exit is in the garden of the mansion to the immediate left (east) of the
Upper Gate. 

Move the crate in the south wall alleyway under the gazebo (wooden structure
with the hanging plants). 

  Head through to another town area, to find your fence in the SE courtyard, 
  you need to wait until the guard has left the courtyard (or that there are no dead 
  or unconscious bodies lying around) before you can enter your fence's house to 
  finish the mission.

                                          Mission Complete

Mission 5................Mountain Castle 

Starting Objectives:
#  Find a way into the Mountain Castle.
#  Find the whereabouts of the Tracer Potion.
Hidden Objectives:
#  According to the text the Tracer Potion effects are only visible through a special lens. Find one and make it yours.
#  Acquire a Tracer Potion from the lower levels Vaults.
#  Find out how to acquire a blessing on your blackjack in order to access the Sister's Quarters.
#  Follow instructions required to bless your blackjack.

Walkthrough

At the end of the bridge jump down to the rocks on your right (you can also
mantle through the broken railings) and jump over the chasm to enter the tunnel
by the crystal. In the tunnel there are 2 ceiling hatches you can enter the castle
basement via, one takes you into a room with some water tanks, the other 
takes you into the toilets.

Objective Complete: Find a way into the Mountain Castle.

  Head upstairs from the basement to find a circular room with 2 accessible 
  rooms, a room with a large boulder blocking the door and 3 passageways off 
  it. 

  You first need to head through the left hand (north) door of the east   
  passageway to find the brother's rooms, read the book on the table in the 
  living room. 

  New Objective: According to the text the Tracer Potion effects are only         
                            visible through a special lens. Find one and make it yours. 

In the bedroom (south room) read the book on the bedside table. 

Objective Complete: Find the whereabouts of the Tracer Potion.
New Objective: Acquire a Tracer Potion from the lower levels Vaults.



  Head up the west staircase to the workshop, collect the Vault key of the 
  brother and read the scroll on the west side of the work bench.

  New Objective: Find out how to acquire a blessing on your blackjack in 
                            order to access the Sister's Quarters.

Head down to the vaults in the basement (locked north door in south corridor) 
and in the back room read the scroll on the NW desk or the one on the west
bookcase (depends on difficulty settings) to discover you need to:-

#  Place the Holy Symbol in the Podium
#  Place a Candle on the Altar and light it
#  Place the Skull of St Yorest in the Holy Water Font
#  Read the Builder's Prayer
#  Tap the tool you want blessed on the Font

New Objective: Follow instructions required to bless your blackjack.
Objective Complete: Find out how to acquire a blessing on your blackjack 
                                  in order to access the Sister's Quarters.

  Collect from the central north wall bookcase the vial that highlights.

  Objective Complete: Acquire a Tracer Potion from the lower levels Vaults

  You now need to find 3 items, a Holy Symbol hammer, an unlit candle and the
  Skull of St. Yorest in order to get your blackjack blessed.

The Holy Symbol hammer is on the trolley (NE corner) in the left hand cell of
the east cells (you couldn't frob this hammer before triggering the above objective).

  The Skull of St. Yorest is on the central pedestal of the SE wall in the Room of
  Rememberence (SE double doors) back up stairs in the large circular room. 

The unlit candle is on the NE shelf in the middle room on the north side of 
the unused bedrooms corridor off the large circular room (south side).

Once you have all 3 items needed to bless your blackjack,. Head to the temple (NW double doors off large circular room) which when you enter you'll 
receive an on-screen message saying 'place the Holy Symbol into the podium receptacle'.



  Just follow the on-screen instructions. First frob the cog on the front of the 
  podium, next frob the unit with all the candle on the SW wall, next frob the 
  font placing the Skull of St. Yorest on it, then frob the scroll of the lectern 
  and finally tap the font with your blackjack. 

  New Upgrade Available.

  Objective Complete: Follow instructions required to bless your blackjack.

  There's also a hidden stash of Holy Water Vials in the temple, frob the button 
  behind the cross behind the lectern to open a wall panel in the SW corner.

Now you have blessed your blackjack you can deal with the 4 statues blocking
your way up to the Sister's quarters. Head up the stairs via the north door of 
the west archway from the circular room and hit any one of the statues to 
move them aside.

On this staircase you will come across Stone Warriors, who can be destroyed
with your blackjack (if you are smart you can even do so with just one hit, when 
you approach them from behind they will hear you and say 'noise' then stop, crouch,
sneak up to them and hit them before they start moving again). 

  
  At the top of the stairs, head into the bedroom on the left and on the SW 
  balcony you'll find the Laboratory key at the base of the first balcony railing 
  pillar (SE pillar) on the left. 

Use the laboratory key to open the doors at the top of the stairs and half way 
up the next flight of stairs you'll find the laboratory on the left. 

In the laboratory you will find the Tracer Lens on the work bench in the SE
corner 

Objective Complete: According to the text the Tracer Potion effects are only
visible through a special lens. Find one and make it yours. 

Return to the circular room and jump off the end of the drawbridge (south archway) to get back to where you started the mission.

                                                                                               Mission Complete

 Mission 5 Mountain Castle           Lootlist
Area Location Position                   Loot                 Value                  Total
Basement NE room by stairs SW corner silver nugget 100 100
“ east corridor  l/h room under NW table gold coins 25 125
“ “ “ SE shelf bronze statue 50 175
“ “ r/h room in box silver nugget 100 275
“ “ “ NE corner rare book 100 375
“ south corridor SE room unit by door silver plate 75 450
“ “ SW room drawers copper coins 25 475
“ “ box bronze statue 50 525
“ west corridor NW room south drawers gold coin 25 550
“ “ “ north shelf silver statuette 50 600
Brother rooms living room NW table silver c/stick 50 650
“ bedroom east chest fine wine 100 750
“ “ “ 2 silver goblet 100 850
“ “ west chest 2 copper coin 50 900
“ “ “ gold coins 75 975



Mission 6.........The Warehouse

Note: This is a complex mission where various objects and doors only become frobbable once a previous task has been performed.
Note: There is a fair amount of forced ghosting in this mission as a number of guards wear metal helmets.

Opening Objectives:
#   Gain access to the Warehouse building.
#   Obtain a bottle of the wine used by the Seafarer company.
#   When you have what you came for, find a place on-board the Seafarer to stow away.
Hidden Objectives:
#   As you don't want to travel to the Factory District, find a way to manually make an authentic bottle of Seafarer Wine.
#   According to the note, the warehouse still has some of the Seafarer Wine, but in barrels. Find an empty bottle and fill it with the barrelled wine used
     by the Seafarer Company.
#  The bottle will need to look like the real deal, and based on the contents of the note, the factory across the road should have the solution. 
    Find a way inside.
#  Looks like the power is out! Restore the power supply to the building.
#  The Factory machines are complicated and could be dangerous to the unskilled, find some instructions on their use.

Walkthrough
Head west to the main street and frob the Docks Guard key off the static fat
guard at the north end of the street to access the docks area which is opposite
the alleyway leading to your fence's home. 

  Enter the warehouse on the corner of the first street in the docks area. 

  Objective Complete: Gain access to the Warehouse building.

Key Locations

Vault key on the brother in the workshop 
Laboratory key Sister's bedroom balcony at base of SE pillar
Holy Symbol on trolley in l/h east cell in vault
Unlit candle on shelf in north side middle room in unused bedrooms corridor
Skull of St. Yorest middle pedestal in room of rememberence

Spare bedroom south side east room by SE chest bronze statue 50 1025
        corridor “ “ SW drawers silver nugget 100 1125
“ north side  east room NE shelf bronze statue 50 1175
“ north side  middle room floor by desk copper ring 25 1200
“ south side  west room east box copper nugget 50 1250
“ “ “ by door copper c/stick 25 1275
Vault area above desk shelf gold nugget 150 1425
“ “ underneath SW bookcase rare book 100 1525
“ east operating room trolley surgical kit 300 1825
“ cell area l/h west cell trolley copper mirror 100 1925
“ “ r/h east cell trolley copper plate 50 1975
“ rear room NW shelf silver plate 75 2050
“ “ SE shelf silver c/stick 50 2100
Temple secret wall panel by altar gold statuette 50 2150
Sister's rooms living room NE small table silver c/stick 50 2200
“ “ dining table 2 copper goblet 50 2250
“ “ SW desk rare book 100 2350
“ “ NW table silver goblet 50 2400
“ upper toilet east shelf copper mirror 100 2500
“ bedroom SE chest 2 copper coins 50 2550
“ “ “ 3 silver coins 150 2700
“ “ “ gold coins 75 2775
“ “ SE drawers silver mirror 125 2900
“ “ SW chest 2 silver plate 150 3050
“ “ SW drawers bronze statue 50 3100
“ laboratory work bench surgical kit 300 3400
“ “ “ copper coins 25 3425
“ “ west bookcase rare book 100 3525
“ “ behind anvil silver nugget 100 3625
“ top level balcony railings fine wine 100 3725
“ “ “ gold goblet 75 3800
“ “ “ gold c/stick 75 3875

3875

Total Campaign Total 20475

1st room

Total Loot Available   100%



Sneak into the guards room at the front and frob Storeroom B lever on the 
NE wall to unlock it (the other 3 storerooms should already be unlocked) making
sure that all 4 levers are in the down position. 

As you approach each storeroom, if the door is unlocked the door will
automatically open.

  
  In Storeroom B (Seafarers storage) read the notice on the far north wall below 
  the wall light.

  Objective Cancelled: Obtain a bottle of the wine used by the Seafarer 
                                    company.
  New Objective: As you don't want to travel to the Factory District, find a way
                            to manually make an authentic bottle of Seafarer Wine.
  New Objective: According to the note, the warehouse still has some of the 
                            Seafarer Wine, but in barrels. Find an empty bottle and fill it 
                            with the barrelled wine used by the Seafarer Company.
  New Objective: The bottle will need to look like the real deal, and based on 
                            the contents of the note, the  factory across the road should 
                            have the solution. Find a way inside.

Note the green banners hanging from the walls, these are the corporate colours of the Seafarer company. 

Head into Storeroom A to collect an Unbranded Empty Bottle from inside the
crate under the north wall light. 

  In Storeroom C frob any of the green labelled barrels (Seafarers company wine)
  in the NW corner, to convert the Unbranded Empty Bottle into Unbranded 
  Wine. 

  Objective Complete: According to the note, the warehouse still has some of 
                                   the Seafarer Wine, but in barrels. Find an empty bottle 
                                   and fill it with the barrelled wine used by the Seafarer 
                                   Company.

Bonus Task (not available unless you have completed the 2 previous bonus tasks)
In Store room D if you go to the back of the crate in the SW corner, you'll see a small crate on top of a black metal box. If you remove the crate you'll 
see a mutant inside the large crate who will say 'I do not like this. Help me escape'. Climb up onto the large crate containing the mutant and frob the 2 
levers holding the door in place, allowing the mutant to escape and go on a rampage. Once the mutant has got to the dockside you'll get:- 
Bonus – Mutant Freed!



Head out of the warehouse and enter the Fire Exit door, first door on left as
you head down the east street towards the Cargo Loading area (it has a static
guard outside, also note this door is un-frobbable until you have read the note in store
room B).

Enter the Factory basement via the second door on the left down the long
corridor.

Objective Complete: The bottle will need to look like the real deal, and based 
                                  on the contents of the note, the factory across the road 
                                  should have the solution. Find a way inside.
New Objective:  Looks like the power is out! Restore the power supply to the 
                           building.

  
  Head upstairs to the reception  (north room) and collect the Office key off  the
  window sill. 

Use this key to access the office (locked room off SE room with crates) and 
collect the Generator Fuse off the bookcase. Read the book on the desk.

New Objective: The Factory machines are complicated and could be 
                         dangerous to the unskilled, find some instructions on their use.

  
  Head back down to the basement and replace the generators old fuse in 
  the Main Fuse Machine with the new fuse, pull the lever to turn on the power.

  Objective Complete: Looks like the power is out! Restore the power supply to
                                    the building.

Next head back to reception and enter the Staff room (door is unlocked  now 
the power is back on) and read the 3 instruction manuals on the desks.

Objective Complete: The Factory machines are complicated and could be 
                                  dangerous to the unskilled, find some instructions on 
                                  their use.

You now need to find an Unbranded (blank) Label and a Cork, to first print 
an authentic label and then seal the bottle of wine. 

The Cork is found in a crate in the factory courtyard in a crates against the south wall, the Blank Label is found in the open crate in the SE room. 



  In the SW room place the blank label in the left hand tray of the printing 
  machine, pull the lever and collect the 'Branding Label' from the right hand 
  tray.

In the NW room use the Sealing Machine to cork the unbranded wine. Place
the bottle in the left hand (south) side of the sealing machine, frob the lever 
and collect the Unbranded Sealed Wine from the right hand (north) side of the
machine.

  However the Sealing Machine is a bit buggy, sometimes you can seal the 
  bottle of wine, sometimes you can't, even if you frob the lever a number of 
  times it may happen or it may not. 

  But if you look inside the right hand side of the machine where the 
  Unbranded Sealed Wine is meant to appear you will see a small piece of 
  metal that highlights sticking down (a lever?) if you frob this lever then the 
  sealing process occurs first time every time.

Next go to the SW room, where the Labelling Machine is, place the Branding
Label in the left hand (south) tray, the Unbranded Sealed Wine in the bottle
holder under the light on the east side of the machine (side of machine you enter
room from) then frob the lever at the back (west side) of the machine and collect
the Spiked Wine from the right hand (north) side of the machine.

Objective Complete: As you don't want to travel to the Factory District, find 
                                  a way to manually make an authentic bottle of  Seafarer
                                  Wine.

  Now you have the spiked bottle of wine you need to get aboard the Seafarer, 
  but you first need to trigger the guard who has the key for the Cargo Loading 
  area. 

  To do this head back to the west docks (round the other side of the factory), 
  where you will find the passenger boarding ramp which is locked, read the 
  notice that will tell you to see the Cargo Loading Captain, this triggers a 
  guard on the other side of the map.

Now head back to the other side of the map and at the very end of the east
street (beyond the tavern) you'll find the Cargo Loading area, frob the key off
the guard by the door and enter the cargo loading area. 

In the Cargo Loading area climb into the crane and then up onto the crane 
arm, jump down onto the Seafarer and climb onto the lifeboat on the west 
deck that has no cover (NW end of ship) to finish the mission. 

                                        Mission Complete



                                              Note: To get to the diamond on the Helm window you need to mantle over the rails at the top of the steps.

Mission 7..........Nauticle

Note: This is another forced ghosting mission in which there are loads of locks to pick.
 
Opening Objectives:
#  Search the guests quarters to find out which one your rival is using. 
#  Switch the spiked wine with the complimentary bottle in your rivals room.
#  The Captain is known to have a rare artefact in his possession. Search his quarters for it and make it yours.
Hidden Objectives:
#  Find a way to gain entry to the occupied quarters without attracting attention.
#  Acquire the invites so that you can use them to distract the patrons away from their quarters.

Walkthrough

As you explore the ship you will come across the Captain's quarters (on the
landing half way down some metal stairs west of the kitchens) but there is a static
guard standing outside his room, note the red light above his door, this means
the Captain is in his quarters and you can not enter, so you need to find a way
to get the Captain to leave his quarters allowing you to enter.

  I advise you to first go up to the Helm deck (head up the stairs beyond the
   locked doors in the galleys/kitchens) where in the left hand locked cabinet 
  behind the wheel you can collect the Patrons Chest key, as this will save you 
  a lot of lockpicking in the patrons cabins.
 

           Lootlist
Area Location Position Loot                  Value                    Total
Start area NE house porch on crate copper goblet 25 25
Dock streets tree by SE warehouse in planter silver nugget 100 125
“ west st. near ship boarding guard purse 50 175
“ east st. guard purse 50 225
“ east st. cart yard behind railings l/h cart gold pitcher 175 400
“ tavern garden behind railings east long table copper goblet 25 425
Warehouse guard room r/h bookcase rare book 100 525
“ “ SE table copper plate 50 575
“ Store room A west wall inside south crate fine wine 100 675
“ “ SE corner behind green crates purse 50 725
“ Store room C south wall r/h shelf silver goblet 50 775
“ Store room D SE corner by large crate bronze statue 50 825
Factory reception bookcase rare book 100 925
“ office desk jade goblet 75 1000
“ “ under desk fine wine 100 1100
“ staff room east table silver knife 50 1150
“ sealing machine room north crates copper c/stick 25 1175
“ by stairs high window sill gold statue 50 1225
“ courtyard north side among north crates gold ring 75 1300
Cargo loading west of entrance in alcove by light shelf bronze statue 50 1350
“ SE corner by crate silver urn 150 1500
“ patrolling south side guard purse 50 1550
“ crane driving bay silver goblet 50 1600
“ “ at west end of copper nugget 50 1650
Ship under east side steps by crate gold coins 75 1725
“ under west side steps on counter copper goblet 25 1750
“ east deck static guard purse 50 1800
“ “                     by sunlounger small table copper goblet 25 1825
“ in swimming pool SW corner ruby  125 1950
“ front of helm window window ledge diamond   150 2100

2100

Camapaign Total 22575

 Mission 6                       The Warehouse

Total Loot Available    100%

Key locations

Dock key on static guard at bottom of slope
Cargo loading key on guard by cargo loading door
Office key on window sill in reception
Empty bottle Store room A, north wall in crate
Unbranded label in crate in SE room
Cork in south side crate in factory courtyard



Head down to the passengers cabins and frob some of the doors. You will notice you can not immediately open any of the doors, this is not a bug but is 
part of the game design (if you were a real thief you would knock on a door to see if there is any answer first before attempting to pick the lock). With some of 
the cabins (1/5/8/9/13/16/17/20) after you have knocked on the door the occupant comes out, looks around and then goes back inside preventing you 
from getting into those cabins.

New Objective: Find a way to gain entry to the occupied quarters without attracting attention. 

After this objective occurs you should also notice that the red lights in the passenger corridors have now turned green, this means that you have 
triggered the Captain to go from his quarters to the helm, which also causes the static guard outside his quarters to go on patrol, thus allowing you to 
access the Captain's quarters, so head there now.

In the Captain's quarters collect the Crew area key (opens the doors in the crews
dining area, up in the helm deck, leading back out onto the outer decks) off the right
hand bedside table and read the book on the desk. 

Objective Complete: Find a way to gain entry to the occupied quarters 
                                  without  attracting attention.

New Objective: Acquire the invites so that you can use them to distract the 
                         patrons away from their quarters.

  Head to the north galley (kitchen) and collect the invites off the serving plate 
  in the SE corner. 

  Objective Complete: Acquire the invites so that you can use them to distract 
                                   the patrons away from their quarters. 

Now you can safely search all the Patron's Cabins, as when you knock on the
door of an occupied cabin you will drop an invite on the floor, the occupant
will pull the invite into their room and shortly after leave their room giving 
you the opportunity to enter. 

  In Cabin 16, your rivals cabin, you will find a book on the bed.

  Objective Complete: Search the guests quarters to find out which one your 
                                    rival is using. 

  Once you have completed this objective you can then swap the 
  complimentary bottle of wine which is on his desk.

  Objective Complete: Switch the spiked wine with the complimentary bottle in
                                    your rivals room.

Return to the helm and frob the Captains spyglass off him.

Objective Complete: The Captain is known to have a rare artefact in his 
                                  possession. Search his quarters for it and make it yours. 

Return to the NW lifeboat, where you started the mission, to end the mission.

                                                    Mission Complete

                                                       Note: You need to double/triple frob the purse in
the Patron's storage rooms to collect the loot.



                                                           Note: There are 2 doors (Electrics Rooms) near the boiler furnace room that you can not open.

Key locations
Crew Area key on desk in Captain's Quarters
Patron's Chest key in cabinet under book by railings in Wheelhouse

Area Location Position Loot                 Value                  Total
Upper Deck man  purse 50 50
“ NW corner, among trio man  purse 50 100
“ north toilet under towel silver mirror 125 225
“ south toilet on cabinet silver mirror 125 350
“ female purse 50 400
Top deck swimming pool  NW table female purse 50 450
“ “ patrolling female purse 50 500
Dining room NE table female purse 50 550
“ west side reception desk 2 copper coin 50 600
“ “ “ silver coins 50 650
“ table by west door table copper coin 25 675
“ east side  reception desk silver coins 50 725
“ south table with man on table purse 50 775
“ SE private table table 2 silver fork 100 875
“ “ “ 2 silver knife 100 975
“ “ “ copper coins 25 100
“ “ “ 2 copper plate 100 1100
Kitchens north kitchen north side shelf by fish silver knife 50 1150
“ south kitchen north side shelf in meat silver fork 50 1200
Cabins cabin 1 chest gold coin 75 1275
“ “ “ jade necklace 50 1325
“ cabin 2 NW drawers purse 50 1375
“ cabin 3 SW drawers gold comb 125 1500
“ “ chest purse 50 1550
“ cabin 4 NW drawers silver mirror 125 1675
“ cabin 5 chest purse 50 1725
“ cabin 6 bedside table copper coins 25 1750
“ cabin 7 chest gold coins 75 1825
“ “ bedside table silver coins 50 1875
“ cabin 8 on man purse 50 1925
“ “ bedside table purse 50 1975
“ cabin 9 east chest 2 gold coin 150 2125
“ “ west chest jade necklace 50 2175
“ cabin 10 chest diamond necklace 100 2275
“ cabin 11 east chest purse 50 2325
“ “ west chest copper mirror 100 2425
“ “ window sill copper comb 50 2475
“ cabin 12 chest ruby necklace 75 2550
“ cabin 13 woman purse 50 2600
“ “ drawers silver mirror 125 2725
“ “ chest gold coins 75 2800
“ cabin 14 west chest diamond necklace 100 2900
“ “ NE drawers purse 50 2950
“ cabin 15 east chest purse 50 3000
“ “ west chest 2 gold coins 150 3150
“ cabin 16 chest gold coins 75 3225
“ cabin 17 chest purse 50 3275
“ cabin 18 chest ruby necklace 75 3350
“ “ desk purse 50 3400
“ cabin 19 chest purse 50 3450
“ “ “ silver comb 100 3550
“ cabin 21 east chest gold comb 125 3675
“ “ SW drawers purse 50 3725
“ cabin 22 west chest copper mirror 100 3825
“ cabin 23 chest purse 50 3875
“ cabin 24 bedside table purse 50 3925
“ east side storage room r/h shelves purse 50 3975
“ south side toilet window sill copper comb 50 4025
Crew deck boiler room west coal pile silver nugget 100 4125
“ south patron storage NW shelf 150 4275
“ north patron storage SW shelf 150 4425
“ “                             NE shelf 150 4575
“ south tank room under SE tank silver nugget 100 4675
“ large room with crates by NE barrels purse 50 4725
Lower fore deck Captain's quarters table gold goblet 75 4800
“ “ chest 2 gold coins 150 4950
“ “ “ silver coins 50 5000
“ “ NW window sill gold goblet 75 5075
“ “ “ vintage wine 150 5225
Helm deck crews dining area south table purse 50 5275
“ wheelhouse Captain telescope 400 5675

5675

Camapaign Total 28250

Mission 7                        Nauticle         Lootlist

patrolling stern deck   (east)

bow deck  (west)

2 gold coin  (in purse)

gold mirror  (in purse)

2 gold coin  (in purse)

Total Loot Available     100%



Mission 8..........Tracker

Starting Objectives:
#  Follow the blue footprint trail to find out where your rivals hideout is.
#  Locate some personal effects of his for use in setting him up.
#  It looks like you're a wanted man here on the main land too, reduce your notoriety by removing wanted posters from around the city (10 posters 
    needed)
#  Once you have what you need, return to the docks and the sanctuary of the crates where you started.
Hidden Objective:
#  Follow your rival through the portal.

Walkthrough
Your task in this mission is follow the blue footsteps left by the Tracker potion from your rival, as well as to find the 10 wanted posters and remove 
them, the first 2 posters are in the 2 dock areas (see below for screenshots).

Bonus Task (not available unless you have completed the 3 previous bonus tasks):-

In the Pagan alleyway mantle onto the platform above the Fence's house and
read the newspaper. 

Bonus - Read Mutant News!
  

  At the top of the Pagan building head out onto the porch roof, turn left (south) 
  and mantle onto the wooden ledge and work your way round to where you 
  can mantle up to a higher bedroom. 

At the end of this corridor you will come out onto a balcony where you will
see another balcony across the street with a grill/vent. 

In the original version of the game you needed to mantle up onto the railings
and with a running jump & manage to grab hold of the broken ladder beside
the balcony opposite, but this was a really tough jump so in GE you'll find 3
crates in the previous room that will help you (If you can't mange it, you can
always turn your run speed up in your SU tweaks). 

  Head into the vent and work your way round to find a higher vent to mantle 
  up into, at the end of which frob a wooden partition to find you are   
  overlooking the street again. 

  You need to jump across the street to the sloping tiled platform and then work
  your way around in an anti-clockwise direction, but make sure you hard save 
  first as a couple of these jumps can be problematic (with the last jump aim for 
  the front edge of the sloping roof).

  You end up on a flat roof above the Old Quarter gate.

  Note: By the time you have reached the Old Quarter you should have found 4 
  wanted posters.

  In the guards room use the ladder to get down to the Old Quarter, search Old 
  Quarter for the final 6 posters and then head to the west end of Old Quarter 
  where you'll find an alleyway on the left with a guard beside it, go down 
  here to find the cemetery.

  Note: The cemetery gate remains shut until you have found all 10 posters.



Head through to the second area with the statue and frob the lever on the wall
behind the guard at the top of the steps in the SE corner to cause the ladder in
the first area (with the tombs) to drop down.

  Climb up the ladder and use the crawl space to get to a new area, drop down 
  and enter the house and head up the stairs to see a hole in the wall ahead of 
  you that you can't climb through.

  Objective Complete: Follow the blue footprint trail to find out where your 
                                    rivals hideout is.
  Objective Cancelled: Once you have what you need, return to the docks and 
                                     the sanctuary of the crates where you started.
  New Objective: Follow your rival through the portal.

You can not get through the hole in the wall so head into the room next door,
put the fire in the corner out with a water arrow and drop down through the
hole in the floor to get to the portal room.

                      
  Step into the Portal and the mission will finish.

                                         Mission Complete

              Lootlist
Area Location Position Loot                  Value                   Total
Docks guard purse 50 50
“ chest bronze statue 50 100
Main street by Fence's door on ground silver statue 50 150
Pagan area by Elemental cocoon pagan purse 50 200
Pagan house lower level on counter 2 copper coin 50 250
“ upper level chest 2 silver coin 100 350
“ “ “ gold coin 75 425
Higher rooms dining room bookcase copper coin 25 450
Balcony room bedroom table silver bracelet 100 550
“ “ bookcase copper coin 25 575
Old Quarter

Above gate guard's room l/h chest 2 gold coin 150 725
“ “ “ silver coin 50 775
“ “ r/h chest gold bracelet 125 900
“ “ “ ruby necklace 75 975
“ “ dining table purse 50 1025
First area by Shalebridge Cradle l/h statue silver statue 50 1075
“ “ r/h statue silver bracelet 100 1175
East house porch   roof eaves ruby necklace 75 1250
Auldale gate in corner, NE of gate on ground copper nugget 50 1300
Tavern SE corner in box fine wine 100 1400
“ behind bar, on top of l/h shelves copper goblet 25 1425
“ private room table silver goblet 50 1475
Stonemarket gate guard purse 50 1525
Cemetery tomb area Alfred Hurley tomb gold statue 50 1575
“ statue area, behind NE tree in corner silver nugget 100 1675
Portal house lower level table bronze statue 50 1725
“ upper level by hole in the wall copper nugget 50 1775

1775

Campaign Total 30025

 Mission 8                                           Tracker

2nd dock area by SW door
2nd dock area, NE walkway

Total Loot Available   100%



Location of Wanted Posters

First dock area, to the right of the south door.                                                      Second dock area, in the west alley on the right hand wall.

By the electric light, on the south wall opposite the Old Quarter gate.                Pagan alleyway, south wall by wall light.

In the Guard's room above Old Quarter gate on the west wall.                            Old Quarter first area, on wall by archway leading to 2nd area.

Old Quarter east house on porch behind static guard                                            Old Quarter, north wall by Auldale gate



Old Quarter, in Tavern on wall by bar.                                                                  Old Quarter by Stonemarket gate.

Mission 9.........Confrontation

Starting Objectives:
#  This place feels strange, find some information about where I am.
#  Also find some information about who, or what your rival is.
#  Find the abomination that is your rival and end it's hideous life.
Hidden Objectives:
#  Find a suitable weapon to kill your opponent with.
#  Once you have a suitable weapon, kill any Lycanothropes you find in this place (10 to kill)
#  Find this Balthesar wererat and take the cemetery key from him...it.
#  Follow the instructions to release the Silver Dagger from the holding spell.
#  Once all your other chores are complete, exit this realm by using the teleport you arrived here from.
#  You have found 900 in valuables, not bad considering you are in hostile territory. Now try to double that!

Walkthough

Starting at the Portal (which is in the centre of the forest) you need to find the
canyon in the south area of the forest that has a large fallen tree across it. At 
the south end of the canyon you will find a large tree, go round to the other
side of the tree to discover it's a treehouse with the door in the trunk of the 
tree. 

  Enter and collect the Village keys from below the SW pedestal then read the 
  book on the same pedestal. 

  Objective Complete:  Also find some information about who, or what your 
                                    rival is.
  New Objectives:  Find a suitable weapon to kill your opponent with.  
  New Objectives:  Once you have a suitable weapon, kill any Lycanothropes 
                               you find in this place (10 to kill).

Next you need to get to the village, the forest is a bit of a maze, but you will
find the village is in the same area as the church, both on the northern side of
the forest (church NW, village NE). 

In the south middle house read the book on the table to discover that Balthesar
has been converted to a Were-rat and has the Church Gate keys with him. 

New Objective: Find this Balthesar wererat and take the cemetery key from
him...it. 



  In the SE house read the scroll on the table. 

  Objective Complete: This place feels strange, find some information about 
                                    where I am.

You'll find Balthesar in the forest, turn left at the first turning after you leave
the village, you may see another wererat or 2 running around the forest, but
only Balthesar has a key on him. Collect the Church gate key off him. 

Objective Complete: Find this Balthesar wererat and take the cemetery key
from him...it.

  Now you need to find the chuch, which is in the NW area of the forest, where
  in the cemetery you'll see a pedestal with a silver dagger on it that has a 
  magical spell preventing you from taking it. 

  In the SW room of the church collect the Church key off the table then read 
  the book on the table.

  New Objective: Follow the instructions to release the Silver Dagger from the 
                            holding spell.

  To release the spell around the silver dagger in the cemetery you need to ring 
  both tower bells and get down to the pedestal where the dagger is.

Start with the NE tower (you need to mantle up onto the north walkway using the pews or lectern as the stairs are broken), ring the bell by frobbing the rope 
hanging down from it, rush down the stairs, jump through the broken wall, jump over the railings, climb the NW tower stairs, frob the other bell rope 
then rush back down the staircase, get out into the cemetery and grab the silver dagger before the spell re-activates....and you have to do all this in 45 
seconds (and if you think that's tough, you only got 40 seconds in the original game).

Here are a few suggestions as to how to get this task done in the appointed time.

Adsk1 posted these tips on the forum:
- Make sure all of the doors that are used are open in advance.
- Start at the top of the tower with the broken stairs.
- You have exactly 45 seconds from the moment you ring the first bell.
- When descending the tower stairs, hug the inside wall.
- At the end of the first stairs descent, jump through the upper door way.
- Mantle/Jump over the railings immediately to your left.
- Use a forward and strafing motion while hugging the inside wall to quickly ascend the stairs.

It has also been discovered that you can increase the speed that Reuben runs if you turn down your resolution in your options,  640x480 4:3 should 
allow the fastest running, but you may need to experiment. 

There is also a video, posted by Adsk showing how to do this run correctly:- http://youtu.be/540aobrZus8

There is also a post in the Thief RisingGE thread that says you can change your User Option file http://www.ttlg.com/forums/showthread.php?
t=141416&p=2186653&viewfull=1#post2186653 

But the easiest way to do this is to cheat by changing your run speed factor in the SU tweaks. 

Once you have the dagger. 

Objective Complete: Find a suitable weapon to kill your opponent with. 

The way back to the forest is now blocked and all the zombies will start
attacking you, but after a while the Priest will come out of the church so head
back into the church and to the NW room (opened with church key) where you
will find the previously closed door to the basement is now open. 

http://www.ttlg.com/forums/showthread.php?t=141416&p=2186653&viewfull=1#post2186653
http://www.ttlg.com/forums/showthread.php?t=141416&p=2186653&viewfull=1#post2186653
http://youtu.be/540aobrZus8


  In the basement collect the Tree house key from inside the NW coffin in the 
  middle room. 

Then frob the lever by the south table in the east room to open a secret tunnel
behind the right hand vault, and make your escape back to the village.

Once back in the village, having found your weapon you need to kill all the wererats. There are 10 in total (9 villager wererats plus your rival), 3 wererats 
can be found in the village, 6 in the forest. They are easiest to kill by back-stabbing them causing these villigers to revert back to human form.

Once you have killed all 9 villager wererats head back to the Tree house, use
the Tree house key on the lock on the north table which opens the stairs to the
bedroom. 

  In the bedroom frob the lever under the NW desk to active the elevator back 
  downstairs, use the elevator to get to the Ritual room. 

Here you will find your rival about to start the ritual to turn him into a lycanothrope god and you need to stop him. To do this you first need to read all 
3 books in the tree house, the one by the front door, the one in the bedroom, and the one in the basement which your rival regularly refers to. Putting 
everything together you discover Lycanothropes can not see red, you need to frob the 8 artefacts in pairs so turning them a glowing red, but you can not
frob artefacts that are placed next to each other, nor can you start or finish with the Sword or Helmet.

This is a complex and confusing puzzle that can also be annoying and frustrating until you understand how to solve it. Each time you get a pairing 
correct you get a partial cutscene where the screen fades but when you look again the 2 pedestals, if you got it correct they are glowing red, but 
annoyingly you get the same type of cutscene when you get the pairing wrong, so only save when you see the pedestals that you have just frobbed are 
glowing red.

However if you make a mistake and frob 2 or 3 pairs correctly and then find you have 2 artefacts that are placed next door to each other... you will fail 
the puzzle....so hard save first. One other issue, if when you get to the last pair and you do not frob the second artefact before your rival gets back to the
pedestal with the book on it, you will fail. 

Wait whilst your rival refer to his instruction book, he will then move around the room in a clockwise direction frobbing each of the artifacts, once 
frobbed by your rival a blade of light eminates from the artifacts, once the artifact/s is lit with the blade of light then is the time for you to frob your 
required item/s. The artefacts are placed around the room on pedestals in the following positions going clockwise from the Ritual book:- 

Helmet (NW) – Sword (N) – Cat of Nine Tails (NE) – Shield (approx E) – Jacknal Paw (approx E) - Mask (approx SE) – Urn of Ashes (S) – Heart (SW)

I assume there are multiple ways of doing this puzzle (you can do the maths if
you want, I couldn't be bothered) but one solution to the basement puzzle is:-

Cat of Nine Tails – Mask
Shield – Urn of Ashes
Sword – Jacknal Paw
Helmet – Heart

Making sure you frob the second item and get back into the shadows before
your rival gets back to his ritual book, this is especially the case with the last 
2 items above (helmet +heart) otherwise you do not interupt the ritual.
    



  Once done correctly the whole room will go pitch black and you are able to 
  sneak up onto your rival and kill him. 

  Objectives Complete: Once you have a suitable weapon, kill any       
                                      Lycanothropes you find in this place. 
                                      Find the abomination that is your rival and end it's 
                                      hideous life.

  New Objective: Once all your other chores are complete, exit this realm by 
                            using the teleport you arrived here from.

Now just find your way  back to the Portal and walk into it to finish the
mission.

                                                 Mission Complete

Key locations

Village key under pedestal in treehouse
Church gate key on Balthesar in forest
Church key in SW room of church on table 
Tree house key Church basement in NW tomb in east tomb room

Mission 9           Lootlist
Area Location Position Loot                  Value                   Total
Village SE house, SE corner behind rocks gold nugget 150 150
“ south middle house mantlepiece silver statue 50 200
“ SW house chest rare book 100 300
“ north middle house chest silver statue 50 350
“ NE house  SE stool silver statue 50 400
“ “ chest ruby  125 525
Church cemetery south wall in tomb golden dagger 50 575
“ statue, west end of church in hands golden dagger 50 625
“ SW room table golden dagger 50 675
“ “ chest fine wine 100 775
“ NW room pedestal rare book 100 875
“ upper south walkway SE table jade goblet 75 950
“ “ SW table copper c/stick 25 975
“ upper north walkway middle table ruby goblet 100 1075
“ “ NE table silver urn 150 1225
“ NE staircase bottom steps silver nugget 100 1325
“ basement, middle room SW tomb gold statue 50 1375
“ “ NE tomb copper c/stick 25 1400
“ “ l/h N wall tomb 2 copper nugget 100 1500
“ basement east room south table copper nugget 50 1550
Canyon on tree fallen over canyon high SE branch gold nugget 150 1700
“ below fallen tree west side silver nugget 100 1800
Treehouse bedroom NE chest purse 50 1850
“ “ “ silver coins 50 1900
“ basement den, west wall high shelf silver nugget 100 2000

2000

Campaign Total 32025

 Mission 9                       Confrontation 

Total Loot Available   100%



Mission 10..........Home Coming 

Starting Objectives:
#   Find a way to destroy the portal to prevent anyone else from using it.
#   Find a new place to call home.
Hidden Objectives:
#   Find a way to open the gate.
#   Find and destroy all the Were-rats that have invaded the city.
#   Locate the Estate Agent and steal his closet key from him.
#   Place the dienamight by the portal and ignite it.
#   Once everything is done retire to your bedroom.

Walkthrough
You arrive back at the Old Quarter where you left it at the end of mission 8 Tracker. Head back to the cemetery gate and frob it to find the gate is 
locked and the mechanism to open the gate is back in the Hammerite fort.
New Objective: Find a way to open the gate.

A Hammerite guard will now leave the Hammerite fort, in the second area with the statue, leaving the door unlocked. Enter the building and head 
upstairs where you need to frob the lever hidden behind the banner on the north wall (if you crouch you can see it), this causes a ladder to descend behind
you by the door where you came in from the walkway.

Go up the ladder to find a higher walkway and in the room at the other end
read the scroll on the table. 

New Objective: Find and destroy all the Were-rats that have invaded the city. 

Frob the Back Gate Access lever to the right of the desk.  

Objective Complete: Find a way to open the gate. 

  Head to the Old Quarter to find you can get into only one building, the Estate 
  Agent by Auldale gate. Upstairs in the bedroom read the book on the bedside 
  table.

  New Objective: Locate the Estate Agent and steal his closet key from him. 

  This triggers a guard shouting about being attacked by a monster. Head into 
  the living room and collect a couple of fire arrows out of the fireplace.

Back on the streets you'll find a dead guard on the porch by the Fence's house
off whom you can collect Docks Guard Access key. 

You may need to kill a were-rat whose eating him first, but you are advised to
wait until the were-rat has moved onto another body as shooting a fire arrow 
in the vicinity of the Dock Guard may blows the Dock Guard key out of 
reach.

Note also there are not many fire arrows hidden around the city and you'll need
most of them to deal with all the were-rats, so make sure you only use one fire
arrow per were-rat.



  Head up to the guard's room above the Dock gate and read the scroll on the 
  table to discover there are a number of were-rats in the city. 

  New Objective: Find and destroy all the Were-rats that have invaded the city.

  Well actually not really a new objective, but your objective 'Find and destroy 
  all the Were-rats' now has (0 out of xxx killed) added to it. 

  Note: The number of were-rats in the city will vary depending on your 
            difficulty setting, namely 5/6/7/8

You now need to head back to the Pagan area, so drop down to the Docks 
from the flat roof and head round to the Pagan house, head upstairs to the
balcony and mantle up to the higher rooms where you will find some sticks 
of 'dienamight' on the bookcase. 

Objective Complete: Find a way to destroy the portal to prevent anyone else 
                                  from using it.  
New Objective: Place the dienamight by the portal and ignite it.

  Head back to the Dock area and crawl into the collapsed building where you 
  will find a ladder that takes you down to the lava cave.

Here you will find a number of fire arrows hidden within the lava, but you 
need to do a bit of rock jumping to collect them 9 fire arrows (there are another
6 back in the Old Quarter and 1 in the Pagan area).

Note: The number of fire arrows shown are when playing on hard difficulty, the          
           number of fire arrow available does vary on other difficulty settings.

  Now you need to find the blackmailer's house, which means mantling over 
  the rocks from the platform that you first entered the lava cave, heading in an 
  anti-clockwise direction. There are a couple of difficult jumps en-route, 
  instead of running and jumping, try standing as close to the edge as you can 
  and forward jumping only. At the top of the cave you will find 2 metal vents, 
  you need to jump into the second one to find it is a vent that leads to the 
  blackmailers house. 

In the Blackmailer's house collect the Grate key from the key box downstairs
by the front door.

Return to the Old Quarter via the lava cave and the guards room, however
thankfully in this final mission there are a couple of large crates by the gate 
to the Old Quarter which means you do not have to repeat the roof top jumps 
that you did in Tracker.



Note: Tempting as it is, now you have more fire arrows do not use them all by killing all the were-rats yet, as you need one to kill the Were-rat  attacking the estate 
          agent who's got an important key, so go get that key first then deal with the were-rats.

Back in the Old Quarter head up the SE stairs to where the Fence's house is
and crawl under the eaves of the east house porch, where on the left after the
porch you'll find a grate, head through the grate to get to Emma's house.

  Destroy the were-rat eating the dead estate agent and then collect the Keys to 
  his Closet.
 
  Objective Complete:  Locate the Estate Agent and steal his closet key from 
                                     him. 

Return to the Estate Agency, open the closet on the lower level and collect the 
House key. 

Note: There is a minor bug here, if you do not open both doors, if you come back 
           here again you may find you can not open the doors again. 

  Return to the Portal and place the dienamight under the portal, then shoot any
  arrow from the previous room (you may wish to hold back on fire arrows) to 
  destroy the portal.

  Objective Complete: Place the dienamight by the portal and ignite it.

Head to the Fence's house, up the stairs in the SE corner of Old Quarter 
(above the archway leading to the guards room) and when you enter you 
will get:- 

Objective Complete: Find a new place to call home.
New Objective: Once everything is done retire to your bedroom. 

Finally frob your bed to finish the mission and the campaign unless you are
playing for the Bonus level. 

                                                     
                                                Mission Complete

Key Locations 

Dock Guard Access key on dead guard on porch
in locked box by front door in blackmailer's house

Closet key on Estate Agent in Emma's house
Fence's house key in closet in Estate Agent
dienamight bookcase in room above Pagan house

Grate key   (Emma's shop)



Q & A's

Help I have run out of fire arrows!
Apart from the 9 fire arrows in the lava cave (see screenshot above) there are 2 in the fireplace in the estate agent, 1 in the fireplace in your new home, 
and 4 hidden in wall torches around the Old Quarter and the Pagan building. (torch by left hand statue outside Shalesbridge Cradle, torch at west end of 
alleyway opposite Auldale gate, torch outside house SW of tavern & torch on Pagan balcony).

I have killed all the Were-rats, but I can't finish the mission?
Did you read the scroll on the table in the guard's room, you need to get the number of Were-rats spotted added to your objective before you can finish 
the mission.

Bonus Level
Note: This mission is only accessed if you have completed 4 previous bonus tasks during the main campaign, if you missed any of these tasks the subsequent tasks 
           will not be available in their respective mission.

  If you are playing for the bonus level, instead of frobbing your bed to finish 
  the mission, climb into the platform under the eaves of the roof, where you 
  found the access to Liz's house (to the left of your new home), and read the
  note. 

  Note: This scroll does not act as the trigger to access the bonus level, so you do not 
             receive an on-screen message similar to the one you received in the previous
            4 bonus tasks

           

Head back to the Pagan alleyway and to your Fence, however if you read the
scroll under the eaves it tells you to make sure there are no Pagans around first,
so before you knock on the door make sure all the Pagans in the alleyway have
been dealt with.

In the fence's house your fence will tell you he has laid a party on for you at 
your new home.

Bonus – Arranged Party!

          Lootlist
Area Location Position Loot                  Value                   Total
Hammer blg corridor top bookcase silver goblet 50 50
“ rooftop room table fine wine 100 150
“ “ “ silver goblet 50 200
City by Stonemarket gate dead guard purse 50 250
“ estate agent, living room mantlepiece goldplate 100 350
“ “ “ table copper plate 50 400
“ “ “ “ copper goblet 25 425
“ “ “ south bookcase purse 50 475
“ “ lower floor locked closet purse 50 525
“ opposite estate agent wooden ledge silver nugget 100 625
“ SW of tavern copper nugget 50 675
“ Emma's shop table 3 purse 150 825
“ Fence's bedroom bookcase fine wine 100 925
“ “ “ gold goblet 75 1000
“ Shalebridge courtyard north steps purse 50 1050
Guard's room table copper goblet 25 1075
“ l/h chest 2  purse 100 1175
“ r/h chest 2 fine wine 200 1375
Pagan area above street platform 2 copper nugget 100 1475
“ garden SE corner on rocks silver nugget 100 1575
“ tree room behind counter copper plate 50 1625
“ “ on counter 2 copper plate 100 1725
“ upstairs table purse 50 1775
“ “ chest fine wine 100 1875
“ “ “ 2 gold goblet 150 2025
“ upstairs, beams by balcony behind crate copper nugget 50 2075
Dock area by collapsed building on east balcony gold nugget 150 2225
Lava cave inside vent gold nugget 150 2375
Blackmailer ho. bedroom chest purse 50 2425
“ “ “ fine wine 100 2525
“ top of stairs above bed purse 50 2575

2575
Campaign Grand Total 34600

 Mission 10                          Home Coming  

top of porch (above torch)

1st high metal vent

Total Loot Available    100%



  Return to your new home and frob the bed to finish the mission.

  You will now be joined by all your friends for a party. 

  Once the party has started read the  scroll on the small table by the door to
  find there are 20 objects hidden around your apartment. 

  Once you have found them all (see below for locations), frob your bed to 
  finally finish the campaign.

 
                               Mission Complete

Bonus Level triggers & hidden objects locations

Mission 2 – Mansion.
Make sure the Kurshok creature escapes the mansion grounds alive.

Mission 4 – Framed.
Read the Kurshok newspaper in Reuben's wash closet, the room you start in.

Mission 6 – Warehouse.
Free the mutant from the crate in storeroom D of the Warehouse.

Mission 8 – Tracker.
Read the mutant newspaper on the platform above the Fence near the Pagan docks area.

Mission 10 – HomeComing.
Read the Fence's note under the roof adjacent to Reuben's new home.
Go to the Fence near the Pagan docks area after finding Reuben's new home and knock on the door.
Complete the mission to begin the party.
Read the Party Game Instructions on the table by the door

Where are the 20 Items you need to find?
1. Button – In between corner rafters above the instructions.
2. Noise Arrow Head - In the crate by front door.
3. Knife - Stuck in rafters above Kurshok.
4. Logs - In the fireplace, obviously.
5. Speaker Cone - On the right side of the mantle-piece.
6. Hammer - On the bottom shelf behind the Mutant.
7. Purse - On the floor behind the drunk guest.
8. Plate - On the table.
9. Cheese Nugget - On the floor under the table.
10. Goblet - On the shelf behind the table with other goblets.
11. Candle - In the crate in the bedroom.
12. Plaque - Behind the banner on the window side.
13. Sword – In between the shelving units at the back of the bedroom.
14. Lock Plate - Under lower shelf on left most side of the left shelving unit in the bedroom.
15. Lever - Behind table in bedroom area.
16. Banner - On the wall above the bed's headboard.
17. Arrow - In the wooden support behind the sitting guest, near the floor.
18. Bottle - On the lap of the sitting guest.
19. Paper - On the wall at the back of the house above the highest rafters.
20. Silver Nugget - On the rafter above the left archway separating the bedroom and living areas.

Where is the secret hideaway?
Secret door has opened in the wall at the east end of the rafters.


